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Abstract (en)
A packaging assembly (1) comprising a carousel (2) provided with a plurality of processing stations arranged in succession, including a gripping
station (3) in which respective gripping elements (4) receive at least one single product (P) with the interposition of a covering sheet (A) arranged in
a U-shaped configuration in partial juxtaposition with the product (P) with two protruding free flaps (B), at least one covering and folding station (5),
and a delivery station (5a) for delivering the product (P) to an outflow line. The gripping station (3) comprises at least two mutually opposite pushers
(6), which are substantially aligned with a surface of the product (P), which is delimited by the two free flaps (B) of the sheet (A), when the product
(P) is held by the gripping elements (4), the pushers (6) being movable between a first configuration of maximum mutual distance and a second
configuration of substantial mutual abutment of the respective terminal fronts (7) with the interposition of the mutually juxtaposed flaps (B). At least
one folding unit (8) is aligned with the lower surface of the terminal front (7) of at least one of the pushers (6), for folding the mutually juxtaposed
flaps (B) onto themselves so as to define a folded seam (C).
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